
TITLE OF THE INVENTION

Display Device

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a display device

and, in particular, relates to a display device which

permits a highly fine display and a high frequency

drive

.

2 . CONVENTIONAL ART

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a common structure of

conventional display devices. As shown in Fig. 2, the

conventional display devices such as a liquid crystal

(herein below will be indicated as LC) display device

and a plasma display panel include a display module 21

provided with a display panel 2 6 in which pixels of

noi pieces in line direction and of no r pieces in row

direction are arranged in a matrix shape, a display

control unit 2 2 which controls the display module 21

and a picture image signal generation unit 2 4 which

generates picture image signals.

When displaying picture images on the display

panel 2 6 at a drive frequency of fn, noixnor pieces of

picture image signals have to be sent to the display

module 21 for every cycle of 1/fH, therefore, signal

clock frequency fs for sending the picture image
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signals from the display control unit 22 to the

display module 21 is defined by the following equation

(1). Wherein, such as a fly-back time is neglected.

Since the signal clock frequency is proportional

to the number of pixels and the drive frequency , the

signal clock frequency increases depending on an

increase of pixel number due to highly fine display

requirement and due to a high speed drive of the

display device.

Now, writing of data signals will be explained

with reference to an active matrix type LC display

device as an example.

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of the

system and a structure within a display panel in a

conventional display device. As shown in Fig. 3, the

conventional active matrix type LC display device

includes a display panel 36 in which pixels 48 are

arranged in a matrix shape, a display module 31

provided with a signal driver 37, a scan driver 38 and

a common electrode driver 39, a display control unit

32 which controls the display module 31 and a picture

image signal generation unit 34 which generates

picture image signals.

To the signal driver 37 signal lines 42 are

connected, to the scan driver 38 scan lines 41a, 41b,

41c, 41d, • •
• are connected and to the common electrode

fs=noix nor>< fH •••(1)
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driver 39 common electrode lines 4 3 are connected.

Each of the pixels 48 is provided with a thin film

transistor (TFT) 4 7 , a capacitance element 45, and a

signal electrode (not shown) and an opposing electrode

5 (not shown) for applying a voltage to an LC element

4 6 , the signal electrode is connected to one of the

signal lines 42 via the concerned TFT 47 and the

opposing electrode is connected to one of the common

electrode lines 43.

5 10 A driving method of the LC elements 4 6 through

m voltage application is performed by sequentxal line

jTJ scanning which will be explained hereinbelow. An

r* address signal is sequentially applied by the scan

l, driver 38 to the scan lines 41a, 41b, 41c, 41d, ••to

^ 15 scan the same. All of the TFTs 4 7 for one line which
n I

Ln are connected to one of the scan lines applied of the

p address signal are turned ON and potential differences

between potentials applied to the signal lines by the

signal driver 37 and the potential applied to the

2 0 common electrode line by the common electrode driver

39 are applied to the respective LC elements 4 6 and

capacitance elements 45.

When driving the display panel 36 having noi

pieces of scan lines, in that noi pieces of pixels in

2 5 the line direction through a sequential line scanning

at the drive frequency of fn, all of the scan lines

have to be scanned within a cycle of 1/fHf therefore,
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time span when the address signal is applied to one

scan line, in that the time ts allowed for writing a

data signal is expressed in the following equation

(2). Wherein the fly-back time is likely neglected.

5 ts=l/fHx n0 i
• •

• (2

)

Therefore, the time for writing data signal is

anti-proportional to the number of scan lines and the

drive frequency. Namely, the time for writing data

signal decreases depending on the increase of the scan

10 line number due to a highly fine display requirement

and due to a high speed drive of the display device,

and a problem of shortage of time for writing signal

data is likely to arise.

As has been explained above, in the conventional

15 display devices, the signal clock frequency increases

depending on the increase of the pixel number in the

display module and the increase of the drive

frequency. For this reason, the power consumption of

the display devices increases as well as ICs which

2 0 permit a high speed operation are required.

Further, in the display devices which make use of

the line sequential scanning drive, the time when one

line is selected decreases depending on the increase

of the pixel number in the line direction and the

2 5 increase of the drive frequency. As a result, the

time for writing signals is decreased

Still further, a ratio of an area associating
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with wirings with respect to an area for the pixels

increases depending on the increase of the highly fine

display requirement, resultantly, an opening rate of

the display panel reduces.

5

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide

a display device which reduces the signal clock

frequency, increases the time for writing signals,

10 raises the opening rate and permits a highly fine

display as well as a high speed motion picture

display.

In order to achieve the above object, the present

invention proposes a display device which comprises a

15 display module which determines a plurality of n (n is

an integer equal to or more than 2) pieces of pixels

as one block unit, selects the plurality of pixels in

each block unit at the same time and displays a

picture image by making use of one or a plurality of

2 0 specific patterns having different spatial frequencies

of each block unit; a display control unit which

controls the display module; a picture image signal

generation unit which generates picture image signals;

and a computing circuit which generates the specific

2 5 patterns each having different spatial frequencies

while weighting the same based on the picture image

signals for every block unit.
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The computing circuit is a means for generating n

pieces of specific patterns having different spatial

frequencies which are weighted based on the picture

image signals for every block unit, and the display

5 module is a means for displaying a picture image by

making use of NP (which is an integer smaller than n)

pieces of the specific patterns.

Further, a compression rate regulation unit can

be provided as a means for modifying the number of

10 pieces Np of the specific patterns to be used.

Still further, a high compression rate computing

circuit can be provided as a means for modifying the

number of the specific patterns to be used for every

block unit.

15 Further, the present invention proposes a display

device which comprises a display module which includes

a panel in which pixels are arranged in a matrix

shape, a signal driver, a scan driver and opposing

signal driver; signal lines connected to the signal

2 0 driver; scan lines connected to the scan driver; and

opposing signal lines connected to the opposing signal

driver; wherein each of the pixels includes a signal

electrode, opposing signal electrode and a switching

element, the signal electrode is connected to one of

2 5 the signal lines via the switch element, the opposing

signal electrode is connected to one of the opposing

signal lines, a first potential is applied to the



signal electrodes provided for the pixels on a same

line included in a same block unit, a second potential

is applied to the opposing signal electrodes provided

for the pixels on a same row included in a same block

unit, a certain specific pattern is formed by the

first and second potentials for the same block unit

concerned and one of the common opposing signal lines

is connected to the opposing signal electrodes

provided for the pixels on the same line.

Further, the present invention proposes a display

device which comprises a display module which includes

a panel in which pixels are arranged in a matrix

shape, a signal driver, a scan driver and opposing

signal driver; signal lines connected to the signal

driver; scan lines connected to the scan driver;

opposing signal common lines connected to the opposing

signal driver and opposing signal lines connected to

the opposing signal common lines; wherein each of the

pixels includes a signal electrode, opposing signal

electrode and a switching element, the signal

electrode is connected to one of the signal lines via

the switch element, the opposing signal electrode is

connected to one of the opposing signal lines, a first

potential is applied to the signal electrodes provided

for the pixels on a same line included in a same block

unit, a second potential is applied to the opposing

signal electrodes provided for the pixels on a same
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row included in a same block unit, a certain specific

pattern is formed by the first and second potentials

for the same block unit concerned and one of different

opposing signal lines is connected to the opposing

5 signal electrodes provided for the pixels included in

a different block unit.

Further, the present invention proposes a display

device which comprises a display module which includes

a panel in which pixels are arranged in a matrix

© 10 shape, a signal driver, a scan driver and opposing

m signal driver; signal lines connected to the signal

jTJ driver; scan lines connected to the scan driver;

n opposing signal common lines connected to the opposing

signal driver and opposing signal lines connected to

HI 15 the opposing signal common lines; wherein each of the

Ul pixels includes a signal electrode, opposing signal

M electrode and a switching element, the signal

electrode is connected to one of the signal lines via

the switch element, the opposing signal electrode is

2 0 connected to one of the opposing signal lines, a first

potential is applied to the signal electrodes provided

for the pixels on a same line included in a same block

unit, a second potential is applied to the opposing

signal electrodes provided for the pixels on a same

2 5 row included in a same block unit, a certain specific

pattern is formed by the first and second potentials

for the same block unit concerned and one of different
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opposing signal lines is connected to the opposing

signal electrodes provided for the pixels in a

different block unit, and respectively different

opposing signal lines are connected to the opposing

5 signal electrodes provided for the pixels on different

lines included in a same block unit.

Number of pixels in line direction in a block

unit can be larger than the number of pixels in row

direction in the block unit.

10 A combination of a plurality of pixels which

constitute a block unit can be varied.

Further, the display module is a projection type

display, and the projection type display includes a

projection pattern display source which displays

15 specific patterns and a pattern display element, and

the pattern display element includes a pair of

substrates on which a transparent electrode is formed,

a photo conductive layer formed on the transparent

electrode and an LC layer sandwitched by the pair of

2 0 substrates.

The display module can be constituted as a means

for sequentially displaying specific patterns and

adding picture images.

Further, the display module can be a means for

2 5 displaying picture images while computing specific

patterns in the pixels and adding the same.

In the above instance, the display module
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includes a panel in which pixels are arranged in a

matrix shape, a signal driver, a scan driver and a

common electrode driver; signal lines connected to the

signal driver; scan lines connected to the scan

5 driver; and common electrode lines connected to the

common electrode driver, wherein each of the pixels is

provided with an adder-subtractor for adding the

specific patterns, and the signal lines of which

number is equal to the number NP of specific patterns

10 to be added are connected to the adder-subtractor.

More specifically, the panel is an LC panel

provided with a LC for the pixels, each of the pixels

is provided with capacitance elements of more than NP

pieces corresponding to the number of the specific

15 patterns to be added which hold signals sent via the

concerned signal line, and means for coupling the

capacitance element and the capacitance of the LC.

Each circuit which constitutes each pixel can

include a sample hold means for digital signal and

2 0 another sample hold means for analogue signals.

The signal held in the sample hold means for

analogue signals is rewritten depending on the signal

held in the sample hold means for digital signals to

provide a same signal for the pixels included in a

2 5 same block unit.

Further, the picture image signal generation unit

can include the computing circuit, alternatively the
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display control unit can include the computing circuit

and further alternatively the display module can

include the computing circuit.

Still further , a typical display module is an LC

5 display module.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figs. 1A through 1C are block diagrams showing an

entire structure of a display device according to the

3 ~ 10 present invention and diagrams showing the operations

m principle thereof;

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a common structure of

conventional display devices;

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a system structure

15 and a structure within a display panel of a

conventional display device;

Figs. 4A through 4H are diagrams for explaining a

principle of displaying specific patterns on pixels

according to the present invention;

2 0 Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a manner for

determining voltages Va, Vb, Vc and Vd to be applied

on an LC;

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 1 of a display device according to the

25 present invention;

Fig. 7 is a diagram for explaining a structure of

an LC panel of the embodiment 1 and showing a cross
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sectional structure of a pixel portion;

Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 2 of a display device according to the

present invention

;

5 Fig. 9 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 3 of a display device according to the

present invention;

Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 4 of a display device according to the

10 present invention;

Fig. 11 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 5 of a display device according to the

present invention

;

Fig. 12A through 12H are diagrams for explaining

15 a principle of displaying specific patterns in a 4x1

block unit according to the present invention;

Fig. 13 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 6 of a display device according to the

present invention

;

2 0 Fig. 14 is a diagram showing a structure of a

projection type display representing embodiment 7 of a

display device according to the present invention;

Fig. 15 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 8 of a display device according to the

2 5 present invention;

Fig. 16A and 16B are diagrams for explaining a

structure and operation of an adder-subtractor 220 in
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Fig. 15;

Figs. 17A through 17D are diagrams for explaining

specific patterns in the present invention;

Fig. 18 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 9 of a display device according to the

present invention; and

Fig. 19 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 10 of a display device according to the

present invention

.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Figs. 1A through 1C are block diagrams for

showing an entire structure of a display device

according to the present invention and for explaining

Ln 15 an operating principle thereof. When applying onto

picture images an orthogonal transformation which is

utilized for picture image compression technology such

as MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) and JPEG (Joint

Photographic Experts Group) , a picture image 7 formed

2 0 in a certain block within a whole picture image can be

expressed by a weighted linear summation of specific

patterns 6 having a variety of spatial frequency

components as shown in Fig. IB.

Usually, since a picture image has a spatial

2 5 correlation, a weight for a specific pattern having a

lower spatial frequency is large and a weight for a

specific pattern having a higher spatial frequency is
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small. Further, since a specific pattern having a

small weight is not an important information for the

concerned picture image, therefore, even if such

specific pattern is omitted, no large influence is

5 affected onto the picture image and the resultant

picture image is rarely deteriorated. Therefore, by

making use of this characteristic, amount of

information can be compressed.

For example, when applying an orthogonal

10 transformation onto a block consisting of ni pieces of

pixels in line direction and n r pieces of pixels in

row direction, there exist nixnr pieces of specific

patterns in this instance, when it is assumed that a

picture image can be reproduced by making use of N P

15 pieces of specific patterns out of nixnr pieces of

specific patterns, and since one weight information

corresponds to one specific pattern, it is understood

that the amount of information has been compressed to

NP / (nix nr )

.

2 0 As shown in Fig. 1A a display device according to

the present invention is provided with a display

module 1 which displays a picture image 8 (see Fig.

1C) while adding one or a plurality of specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies, a

2 5 display control unit 2 which controls the display

module 1, a computing circuit 3 which generates the

specific patterns 6 each having different spatial
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frequencies based on the picture image for every block

while weighting the same differently and a picture

image signal generating unit 4 which generates picture

image signals. In the display device according to the

5 present invention, since a picture image is formed on

the display device by adding weighted specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies,

signal clock frequency fs is decreased which will be

explained hereinbelow.

10 When one block consisting of nixnr pixels forms

one specific pattern, one weighting signal is assigned

for the concerned block. Therefore, for a display

panel consisting of noi pieces of pixels in line

direction and nor pieces of pixels in row direction

15 (noi+nor ) / (nix nr ) pieces of weighting signals are

necessitated. When it is assumed that each of the all

blocks requires Np pieces of specific patterns in

order to reproduce a picture image, the display panel

requires Np x (noixnor )/(nixnr )
pieces of signals for a

2 0 single picture image. These signals are required for

every cycle of 1/fn, therefore, the signal clock

frequency fs is expressed by the following equation

(3):

fS=NPX^!?^1X fH=n 01>< nor* fHX^" • • •
( 3 )

2 5 Wherein comparing the above equation (3) with the
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equation (1), it is noted that the signal clock

frequency is reduced by Np/(nix

n

r )

.

Now, - data signal writing time ts will be

discussed. In the present invention since the writing

5 is performed by a block unit consisting of ni pieces

of pixels in line direction and nr pieces of pixels in

row direction, pixels for ni pieces of lines are

collectively scanned. In order to reproduce one

picture image such scanning operation is repeated N P

10 times, therefore, the data signal writing time ts is

expressed by the following equation (4):

t s=
1

x-^- ---(4)
fH xn 0l

N p

Accordingly, when ni>NP , the data signal writing

time t s increases. Further, in the present invention,

15 since the pixels for ni pieces of lines are

collectively scanned, a single scan line can be

commonly used for a plurality of lines, therefore, an

opening rate can be enhanced.

Figs. 4A through 4H are diagrams for explaining a

2 0 principle of displaying specific patterns on the

pixels according to the present invention. Figs. 4

A

through 4H show a case in which two pieces of pixels

in line direction and two pieces of pixels in row

direction, in that four pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d

2 5 in total are dealt as one block. Each pixel includes

; as
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a pixel electrode which is constituted by a signal

electrode 13a connected either to signal line 11a or

lib and an opposing signal electrode 13b connected

either to opposing signal line 12a or 12b.

5 As shown in Fig. 4A, when voltage ai is

respectively applied to the signal lines 11a and lib

and voltage -ao is respectively applied to the

opposing signal lines 12a and 12b, voltage having

absolute value ao+ai are applied to the respective

10 pixel electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and

14d as shown in Fig. 4E.

As shown in Fig. 4B, when voltages a2 and -a2 are

respectively applied to the signal lines 11a and lib

and voltage -ao is respectively applied to the

15 opposing signal lines 12a and 12b, voltages having

absolute value ao+a2 , ao-a2, ao+a2 and ao-a2 are

respectively applied to the respective pixel

electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as

shown in Fig. 4F.

2 0 As shown in Fig. 4C, when voltages a3 is

respectively applied to the signal lines 11a and lib

and voltages -ao and ao are respectively applied to

the opposing signal lines 12a and 12b, voltages having

absolute value ao+a3, ao+a3, ao-a3 and ao-a3 are

2 5 respectively applied to the respective pixel

electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as
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shown in Fig. 4G.

As shown in Fig. 4D, when voltages a4 and -a4 are

respectively applied to the signal lines 11a and lib

and voltages -ao and ao are respectively applied to

5 the opposing signal lines 12a and 12b, voltages having

absolute value ao+a4, ao-a4, ao-a4 and ao+a4 are

respectively applied to the respective pixel

electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as

shown in Fig. 4H.

10 Herein, when a pixel to which electrode 13 a

voltage having an absolute value of ao+aj (j=l, 2, 3

and 4 ) is applied is identified as white color and

likely a pixel to which electrode 13 a voltage having

another absolute value ao-aj (j = l, 2, 3 and 4) is

15 identified as gray color, it is understood that four

specific patterns each having different spatial

frequencies can be displayed as shown in Figs. 4E

through 4H.

In the present specification, the method of

2 0 forming such specific patterns will be called, for the

sake of convenience, as "specific pattern display

method"

.

Now, a method of generating the specific patterns

each having different spatial frequencies with the

2 5 computing circuit 3 and a method of adding one or a

plurality of specific patterns each having different

spatial frequencies with the display module 1 both as
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shown in Figs, 1A through 1C will be explained with

reference to an LC display device, as an example

,

which uses an LC panel as a display panel.

In the present invention, since a spatial

correlation is utilized, a unit block is formed by

neighboring pixels. Herein, a unit block formed by

2x2 pixels, in that 2 pieces of pixels in line

direction and 2 pieces of pixels in row direction will

be explained as shown in Figs. 4A through 4H.

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a manner of

determining voltages Va, Vb, Vc and Vd to be applied

onto an LC. At first depending on gradation signals

xa , Xb, x c and Xd for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d

which are sent from the picture image signal

generation unit 4, voltages Va , Vb, V c and Vd to be

applied to the respective LCs are determined based on

the transmittance-voltage characteristic of LC as

shown in Fig. 5. Hereinbelow, the above voltages to

be applied to the LCs will be called as "target

voltages' 1 for the sake of convenience.

Subsequently, by making use of the "target

voltages" weights aj (j=l, 2, 3 and 4) for respective

specific patterns are determined according to the

following equation (5) and (6):



5 Wherein Vmax is the maximum value of the "target

voltages" as shown in Fig. 5. For example, an LC

panel shows a transmittance-voltage characteristic of

normally black as shown in Fig. 5, a voltage which

gives a transmittance Tmax corresponding to the

10 maximum value Xmax of gradation signal is Vmax- The

transmittance Tmax is not necessarily required to the

maximum transmittance in the transmittance-voltage

characteristic, however, the closer the transmittance

Tmax to the maximum transmittance is, the higher

15 brightness is obtained.

The equations (5) are transformations modeled

after Hadamard transformation which is one of

orthogonal transformations, and the equations can

perform weighting for the respective specific patterns

2 0 each having different spatial frequencies like

Hadamard transformation.

The method of determining the weights for the
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respective specific patterns each having different

spatial frequencies as above will be hereinbelow

called as "pseudo orthogonal transformation method"

for the sake of convenience.

5 When applying aj (j = l, 2, 3 and 4) and a 0 thus

determined according to the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" in a form of voltage onto the

electrodes in the respective pixels through the

"specific pattern display method" as has been already

10 explained in connection with Figs. 4A through 4H, the

specific patterns each having different spatial

frequencies can be formed as shown in Figs. 4E through

4H.

Each of the respective specific patterns is

15 assigned to respective subframes divided from one

frame, the respective specific patterns are

sequentially displayed and added through a field

sequential drive method.

More specifically, the specific patterns are

2 0 added as follows. When all of the four specific

patterns are displayed through the field sequential

drive method, effective voltages V,, V
h , V

c
and v^, for

the respective pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d are

expressed by the following equations (7):

25 V
a
=~^V(ao

+ a
1 )

2
+ (a0

-ha
2 )

2
+ (a

0
-ha

3 )

2
-h(a

0
-ha

4V
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W(ao + a i) +
(ao ~a2 ) +(a0 + a

3 ) + (a
0
-a4 )

V(ao + a i)
2 + (ao

+ a2 )
2
+ (a0 -a3 )

2
+ (a0

-a4 )

V(ao-|
- a i)

2 + (ao
-a2 )

2 + (a0 -a 3 )
2
+ (a

0
+ a4 )

2 •••(7)

Wherein, Np=4 . When substituting the equations

5 (5) and (6) for the equations (7), it is determined

that v'
a
=Va , v|,=Vb, V^=VC and Vd=Vd, and voltages equal

to the "target voltages" are respectively applied onto

the respective pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d. Namely,

when the respective specific patterns are displayed

10 through the field sequential drive method, the

original picture image can be reproduced.

As the result of weighting according to the

equations (5), when it is determined that a2 and a4

are sufficiently small in comparison with ai and a3,

15 if the specific pattern corresponding to a2 (Fig. 4F)

and the specific pattern corresponding to a4 (Fig. 4H)

are omitted, no large influence is affected on the

reproduced picture image.

In such instance, the effective voltages v!, , Vb ,

2 0 v^, and for the respective pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and

14d when the specific pattern corresponding to a2 and

the specific pattern corresponding to a4 are omitted

can be expressed by the following equations (8):
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V
a
=^=V(ao + a

1 )

2
+ (a

0
-ha

3 )

2
« V,

V>-y=V(ao + a
1 )

2
-h(a

0
-ha

3 )

2
- Vb

v: =-j=V(ao
+ a

1 )

2
+ (a0 -a3 )

2
- V

c

V
d
=-^=V(ao

+ a
1 )

2
4-(a0 -a 3 )

2
- V

d
---(B)

5 Wherein, NP=2 . When the four pixels are displayed

by adding the two specific patterns as explained

above, the number of signal clocks is reduced into the

half thereof.

Herein, although it is exemplified specifically

10 that the specific patterns corresponding to ai and a

3

are displayed through the field sequential method, it

is possible to display a picture image near the

original picture image if specific patterns each

having large weight are displayed through the field

15 sequential method.

Now, if it is conditioned as ai>0 in equations

(5) in order to perform a proper weighting, a

condition Vi>Vmax/V2" (i=a, b, c and d) has to be

satisfied which is led through combination of the

2 0 first equation in equations (5) and the equation (6).

Further, a condition ao>aj is required in order to

form the specific patterns with an LC under which
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condition a condition Vi<Vmax is required.

Accordingly, Vi satisfies the following condition (9):

VmAxA/2 <Vi<VMAX • • • (9 )

The method of displaying a picture image as has

5 been explained above, in which the weights of

respective specific patterns each having different

frequencies are determined for every block through the

"pseudo orthogonal transformation method" and the

specific patterns having larger weights are displayed

10 through "specific pattern display method" and through

the field sequential drive method, will be called

hereinbelow as "pseudo orthogonal transformation

display method" for the sake of convenience.

With the "pseudo orthogonal transformation

15 display method" the signal clock frequency is reduced

and an increase of the data signal writing time is

realized, thereby, a display device which permits a

highly fine display and a high speed drive can be

provided

.

20

Embodiment 1

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing the structure of

embodiment 1 of a display unit according to the

present invention. The display device of the

2 5 embodiment 1 is an LC display device which makes use

of an LC panel as a display panel 36. As shown in

Fig. 6, the LC display device of the embodiment 1 is
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provided with a display module 31 which determines a

plurality of pixels to belong one block unit, selects

the plurality of pixels in the block unit at the same

time and forms and displays a picture image by adding

5 one or a plurality of specific patterns each having

different spatial frequencies , a display control unit

32 which controls the display module 31 , a computing

circuit 33 which generates the specific patterns each

having different spatial frequencies based on picture

10 image signals for every block while weighting the same

and a picture image signal generating unit 34 which

generates the picture image signals. The display

module 31 includes the LC panel 36 in which pixels 48

are arranged in a matrix shape, a signal driver 37, a

15 scan driver 38 and an opposing signal driver 35.

To the signal driver 37 signal lines 42 are

connected, to the scan driver 38 scan lines 41a, 41c,

••are connected and to the opposing signal driver 35

opposing signal lines 44a, 44b, 44c, 44d •••are

2 0 connected.

Each of the pixels 4 8 is provided with a thin

film transistor (TFT) 47, a capacitance element 45,

and a signal electrode (not shown) and an opposing

signal electrode (not shown) which apply a voltage to

25 an LC element 46, the signal electrode is connected to

one of the signal lines 42 via the TFT 4 7 and the

opposing signal electrode is connected to one of the
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opposing signal lines 44a, 44b, 44c, 44d,

Further, a pixel presenting red color (R) , a

pixel presenting green color (G) and a pixel

presenting blue color (B) are successively arranged in

5 this order in the row direction. Namely, the pixels

connected to one of the signal lines 42R1, 42R2, 42R3,

•are R pixels, the pixels connected to one of the

signal lines 42G1, 42G2, 42G3, •••are G pixels and the

pixels connected to 42B1, 42B2, 42B3, ••are B pixels.

%a 10 Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a cross sectional

m structure of a pixel portion for explaining a

J structure of the LC panel of the present embodiment 1

.

J~ The LC panel is constituted by a substrate 62 which

;L includes a signal electrode 68, an opposing signal

Ln 15 electrode 69, insulating films 63 and 64 and an

m orientation film 65, another substrate 6 7 which

2 includes a color filter 66 disposed opposing to the

substrate 62 and another orientation film 65, an LC 70

sandwiched between the substrates 62 and 67 and

2 0 deflection plates 61 which are respectively formed on

the surfaces of the substrates 62 and 6 7 not facing to

the LC 70.

A glass substrate having thickness of 0.7mm was

used for the substrates 62 and 67. On the substrate

2 5 62 a TFT (not shown) was formed by making use of

amorphous silicon. Chromium-molybdenum (CrMo) was

used for the signal electrode 68 and the opposing
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signal electrode 69. The insulating films 63 and 64

are constituted by silicon nitride and of which

thickness were respectively determined as 0.2;um and

0.8^m. Number of pixels were determined as 1280x3x

5 1024 pieces. The thickness of the orientation film 65

was determined as 80 nm and the surface thereof was

applied of a rubbing process so as to orient the LC.

The computing circuit 33 in Fig. 6 executes

weighting operation for the respective specific

10 patterns each having different spatial frequencies and

selects specific patterns to be added based on the

weighting, which will be explained hereinbelow.

Since the present invention utilizes the spatial

correlation , it is necessary to process independently

15 the respective R pixels , G pixels and B pixels.

Further, for the respective R pixels, G pixels and B

pixels respective blocks are formed from their

neighboring pixels and the spatial correlation of the

neighboring pixels are utilized.

2 0 Accordingly, in Fig. 6 one block of 2x2 pixels 2

pieces in line direction and 2 pieces in row direction

is formed by pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d. Likely,

another one block is formed by pixels 4 8e, 48f, 48g

and 48h. In the like manner all pixels are dealt by

25 block unit.

For respective blocks weighting of the four

specific patterns as shown in Figs. 4E through 4H is
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performed through the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" as has been already explained.

Among the four specific patterns three specific

patterns are selected as ones to be added.

5 In this instance , as shown in Fig. 6, all of the

pixels on a same line are connected to one of the

opposing signal lines 44a, 44b, 44c and 44d and all

the same voltage is applied to the opposing signal

electrodes of the concerned pixels. Accordingly, for

3" 10 example, if voltages -ao and -ao are respectively
frs

m applied to the opposing signal lines 44a and 44b, the

jTj specific patterns which can be displayed by the blocks

fT including two pixel lines each connected to the

opposing signal lines 44a and 44b are only ones of

HI 15 Figs. 4E and 4F.

in Likely, when voltages -ao and ao are respectively

H applied to the opposing signal lines 44a and 44b, the

specific patterns which can be displayed are only ones

of Figs. 4G and 4H. Accordingly, the specific

2 0 patterns of Fig. 4E or 4F and the specific patterns of

Fig. 4G or 4H can not be displayed at the same time

for the blocks including the same two pixel lines.

For this reason, when selecting three specific

patterns out of the four specific patterns, the three

2 5 specific patters as shown in Figs. 4E through 4G are

selected other than the specific pattern as shown in

Fig. 4H having the highest spatial frequency of which
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weight shows minimum with regard to most of the

blocks

.

The selected three specific patterns are

controlled by the display control unit 32 as shown in

5 Fig. 6, and are displayed on the LC panel 36 provided

in the display module 31 through the field sequential

drive method.

For example , it is assumed that the weights of

the specific patterns as shown in Figs. 4E through 4G

3 10 are respectively a\ , a2
and for the block

Si constituted by the pixels 48a f 48b, 48c and 48d, and

Uf are respectively a[ , a2 and a^ for the block

constituted by the pixels 48e, 48f, 4 8g and 48h.

D When an address signal is given to the scan line

nj 15 41a in Fig. 6 and two pixel lines including the block

£J constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d are

^ selected, and when voltages a\ and a\ are respectively

applied to the signal lines 42G1 and 42G2, voltages a]

and a] are respectively applied to the signal lines

2 0 42B1 and 42B2 and voltages -ao and -ao and voltages

-ao and -ao are respectively applied to the opposing

signal lines 44a and 44b, all of the voltages applied

to the LCs for the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d are

ao+a'j , thereby, the block constituted by the above

2 5 four pixels forms the specific pattern as shown in

Fig. 4E, and all of the voltages applied to the LCs
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for the pixels 48e, 48f ,
' 48g and 48h are a 0+a] ,

thereby , the block constituted by the above four

pixels forms the specific pattern as shown in Fig, 4E.

Likely, all of the blocks selected by the scan

line 41a form a specific pattern either one shown in

Fig. 4E or one shown in Fig. 4F.

Subsequently, when an address signal is given to

the scan line 41c, the blocks including the selected

two pixel lines likely forms the specific patterns.

Such scanning is proceeded in the same manner.

After completing scanning for all of the scan

lines once, and when an address signal is again given

to the scan line 41a and two pixel lines including the

block constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d

are selected, and when voltages a2
and -a2

are

respectively applied to the signal lines 42G1 and

42G2, voltages a2 and -a2 are respectively applied to

the signal lines 42B1 and 42B2 and voltages -ao and

-ao are respectively applied to the opposing signal

lines 44a and 44b, the voltages applied to the LCs for

the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d are respectively

ao+a2 , a0-a2 , ao+a2
and ao-a2 , thereby, the block

constituted by the above four pixels forms the

specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4F, and the voltages

applied to the LCs for the pixels 48e, 48f, 48g and

48h are respectively ao+a2 , ao-a2 , ao+a2
and ao-a2 ,



thereby, the block constituted by the above four

pixels forms the specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4F.

Likely, after completing scanning of all of the

scan lines and an address signal is again given to the

scan line 41a, and when predetermined signal voltages

are applied to the respective signal lines and the

opposing signal lines , the selected block forms a

specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4G in the same

manner as above

.

Through the application of the voltages for

forming the specific patterns for respective blocks

according to the "specific patterns display method 1 '

and through combination thereof with the field

sequential drive method as has been explained above,

the effective signal voltages are approximated to the

"target voltages" and a picture image substantially

the same as that generated by the picture image signal

generation unit can be displayed.

In this instance, since the display is effected

by adding the three specific patterns for the four

pixels, the signal clock frequency can be reduced to

3/4 in comparison with the instance of the line

sequential scan driving method as explained in

connection with Fig. 3 which will be understood

through comparison of equations (1) and equations (3).

Further, since one scan line is used in common by

two pixel lines, the opening rate is also enhanced in
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comparison with the instance of the line sequential

scan driving method as explained in connection with

Fig . 3

.

5 Embodiment 2

Fig. 8 is a diagram showing the structure of

embodiment 2 of a display unit according to the

present invention. The display device of the

embodiment 2 is an LC display device which makes use

10 of an LC panel as a display panel 36. As shown in

Fig. 8, the LC display device of the embodiment 2 is

provided with an LC panel 36 in which pixels 4 8 are

arranged in a matrix shape , a signal driver 37 , a scan

driver 38 and an opposing signal driver 35 , and is

15 further provide with a display module 31 which

determines a plurality of pixels to belong one block

unit, selects the plurality of pixels in the block

unit at the same time and forms and displays a picture

image by adding one or a plurality of specific

2 0 patterns each having different spatial frequencies , a

display control unit 32 which controls the display

module 31 , a computing circuit 33 which generates the

specific patterns each having different spatial

frequencies based on picture image signals for every

2 5 block while weighting the same and a picture image

signal generating unit 34 which generates the picture

image signals.
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To the signal driver 37 signal lines 42R1, 42G1,

42B1, 42R2 •••are connected, to the scan driver 38

scan lines 41a, 41c, •••are connected and to the

opposing signal driver 35 opposing signal common lines

5 44R1, 44G1, 44B1, 44R2 ••are connected.

Each of the pixels 48 is provided with a TFT 47,

a capacitance element 45, and a signal electrode (not

shown) and an opposing signal electrode (not shown)

which apply a voltage to an LC element 46, the signal

10 electrode is connected to one of the signal lines

42R1, 42G1, 42B1, 42R2 •••via the TFT 47 and the

opposing signal electrode is connected one of the

opposing signal lines 44aR, 44aG, 44aB, 44bR, 44bG,

44bB, 44cR,

15 The opposing signal lines 44aR, 44aG, 44aB, 44bR,

44bG, 44bB, 44cR, •••are respectively connected to one

of the opposing signal common lines 44R1, 44G1, 44B1,

44R2, •••.

Further, an R pixel, a G pixel and a B pixel are

2 0 successively arranged in this order in the row

direction.

Since the present invention utilizes the spatial

correlation, it is necessary to process independently

the respective R pixels, G pixels and B pixels.

25 Further, for the respective R pixels, G pixels and B

pixels respective blocks are formed from their

neighboring pixels

.
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Accordingly , one block of 2x2 pixels is formed by

pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d. Likely, another one

block is formed by pixels 48e, 48f, 48g and 48h. In

the like manner all pixels are dealt by block unit.

5 In the present embodiment, only the LC for the

pixel 48a and the LC for the pixel 4 8b which belong to

a same line and a same block are connected to the

common opposing signal line 44aG. Namely, the

opposing signal lines are arranged independently for

10 every block.

m On this point, the embodiment 2 is greatly

rjj different from the embodiment 1 in which a common

[7 opposing signal line is arranged for all of the pixels

I_ on the same pixel line.

Jfj 15 Since the cross sectional structure of the pixel
f u
•In portion of the present embodiment 2 is substantially

lI the same as that of the embodiment 1 as shown in Fig.

7, the explanation thereof is omitted here.

The computing circuit 33 in Fig. 8 executes

2 0 weighting operation for the respective specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies and

selects specific patterns to be added based on the

weighting, which will be explained hereinbelow.

For respective blocks weighting of the four

2 5 specific patterns as shown in Figs. 4E through 4H is

performed through the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" as has been already explained.
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Among the four specific patterns two specific patterns

are selected as ones to be added.

Different from the embodiment 1, in the present

embodiment 2 , since the opposing signal lines are not

5 prepared for every block, all of the specific patterns

as shown in Figs. 4E through 4H can be displayed at

the same time on the blocks including a same pixel

lines.

_ For this reason, with the embodiment 2 a picture

S 10 image comparable to that obtained by the embodiment 1

m in which three specific patterns are selected, can be

JTj obtained by adding only two specific patterns.

[* The selected two specific patterns are controlled

L by the display control unit 32 as shown in Fig. 8, and

W 15 are displayed on the LC panel 36 provided in the

U1 display module 31 through the field sequential drive

p method

.

Since the present drive and display method is the

same as that of the embodiment 1, the method will be

2 0 explained simply with reference to an example thereof.

For example, it is assumed that the weights of the

specific patterns as shown in Figs. 4E through 4F for

the block constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and

4 8d, are larger than those of the other two specific

25 patterns and are respectively to be a\ and a2
.

When an address signal is given to the scan line

41a in Fig. 8 and two pixel lines including the block
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constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d are

selected, and when voltages a\ and are respectively

applied to the signal lines 42G1 and 42G2, and

voltages -ao and -ao are respectively applied to the

5 opposing signal common lines 44G1 and 44G2, all of the

voltages applied to the LCs for the pixels 48a, 48b,

48c and 48d are ao+a'j , thereby, the block constituted

by the above four pixels forms the specific pattern as

shown in Fig. 4E.

10 Likely, all of the blocks selected by the scan

line 41a form one of the specific patterns as shown in

Fig. 4E through Fig. 4H.

Likely, after completing scanning of all of the

scan lines and an address signal is again given to the

15 scan line 41a, and when predetermined signal voltages

are applied to the respective signal lines and the

opposing signal lines, the voltages ao+a2 , ao-a2 , ao+a2

and ao-a 2
are respectively applied to the LCs for the

pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d and the block constituted

2 0 by the four pixels forms specific pattern as shown in

Fig. 4F in the same manner as above.

Through the application of the voltages for

forming the specific patterns for respective blocks

according to the "specific patterns display method"

2 5 and through combination thereof with the field

sequential drive method as has been explained above,

the effective signal voltages are approximated to the
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"target voltages" and a picture image substantially

the same as that generated by the picture image signal

generation unit can be displayed.

In this instance, since the display is effected

5 by adding the two specific patterns for the four

pixels, the signal clock frequency can be reduced to

1/2 in comparison with the instance of the line

sequential scan driving method as explained in

_ connection with Fig. 3 which will be understood

10 through comparison of equations (1) and equations (3).

m Further, in the present embodiment 2, 2x2 pixels

hj are dealt as one block, however, one block can be

H[ constituted by such as 4x4 pixels and 8x8 pixels

q without substantially changing fundamental idea of the

^JJ
15 present invention.

j«2 For example , when assuming 4x 4 pixels as one

N block, 16 pieces of specific patterns are generated

and in such instance when about 8 specific patterns

out of the 16 specific patterns are selected and used,

2 0 a picture image with no quality deterioration can be

displayed.

In this instance, since the display is effected

by adding 8 pieces of specific patterns for the 16

pieces of pixels, the signal clock frequency is likely

2 5 reduced to 1/2 in comparison with the line sequential

scanning and driving method.
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Embodiment 3

Fig. 9 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 3 of a display device according to the

present invention. As shown in Fig. 9 the present

5 embodiment 3 is substantially the same except for an

addition of a compression rate regulation unit 81.

Accordingly , the function of the compression rate

regulation unit 81 will be explained hereinbelow.

In the embodiment 2 , the number Np of the

10 specific patterns to be added was fixed at 2, however,

the compression rate regulation unit 81 according to

the present embodiment 3 has a function of varying the

number NP of the specific patterns to be added.

For example, it is assumed that the relationship

15 between the weights of the specific patterns for a

certain block is ai>a3>a2>a4 in the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method". Herein, when Np=3, one frame

is divided into three subframes and the respective

specific patterns corresponding to weights ai f a3 and

2 0 a2 are sequentially displayed. Further, when N P=1,

only the pattern corresponding to weight ai is

displayed in one frame.

Since the number of subframes varies depending on

the number NP of the specific patterns to be added,

2 5 the scan driver 38 functions to regulate the scanning

frequency depending on the variation thereof.
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For example, when the number Np of the specific

patterns to be added increases, the number of

subframes increases, therefore, it is necessary to

increase the scanning frequency.

5 Further, as will be apparent from the equation

(6), the voltage ao applied to the opposing signal

lines 44aR, 44aG, 44aB, 44bR, 44bG, 44bB, 44cR, •••

varies depending on the number Np of the specific

patterns, the opposing signal driver 35 functions to

Js 10 regulate the voltage ao depending thereon.

]g As has been explained above, since the number Np

u of the specific patterns to be added can be variably

I changed by the compression rate regulation unit 81,

fpj the present embodiment 3 can provide an LC display

jfU 15 device which permits selection by a user between a low

signal clock frequency mode having a small Np, in that

a low electric power consumption mode and a high

picture image quality mode having a large NP .

2 0 Embodiment 4

Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 4 of a display device according to the

present invention . As shown in Fig . 10, the present

embodiment 4 is substantially the same as the

2 5 embodiment 2 except that a high compression computing

circuit 82 is added in the computing circuit 33.

Now, the function of the high compression
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computing circuit 82 will be explained. Since human

eyes are not sensitive with regard to resolution of

blue color in comparison with resolution of such as

red color and green color , if the kinds of specific

patterns to be added for B pixels are reduced smaller

than the kinds of specific patterns to be added for

such as R pixels and G pixels , the deterioration of

the picture quality is hardly sensed.

For this reason , for the block constituted by

such as R pixels and G pixels two kinds of specific

pattern are displayed, on the other hand, for the

blocks constituted by B pixels only one specific

pattern as shown in Fig. 4E is displayed.

With this measure, for the blocks constituted by

B pixels, it is enough if only the weight ai in the

equations (5) for the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" is determined, which simplifies

the computation. The high compression computing

circuit 82 performs the above computation and reduces

the load of the computing circuit 33.

However, in the present embodiment it is

impossible to vary the number Np of specific patterns

to be added in block by block. Because, although the

number of subframes can be varied depending on N P with

regard to the blocks containing a same pixel line,

since their scan lines 41a, 41c, •••are common,

therefore, the scanning frequency can not be varied in
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block by block.

For this reason, in accordance with the number Np

of the specific patterns to be added for the blocks

constituted by either R pixels or G pixels , the

5 specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4E is displayed

twice for the blocks constituted by B pixels.

As has been explained above, when the high

compression computing circuit 82 is provided which can

vary the kind number of the specific patterns to be

10 added depending on blocks, the display of only one

specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4E is permitted for

the blocks constituted by B pixels, which reduces the

load of the computing circuit 33.

15 Embodiment 5

Fig. 11 is a diagram showing the structure of

embodiment 5 of a display unit according to the

present invention. The display device of the

embodiment 5 is an LC display device which makes use

2 0 of an LC panel as a display panel 36. As shown in

Fig. 11, the LC display device of the embodiment 5 is

provided with the LC panel 36 in which pixels 4 8 are

arranged in a matrix shape, a signal driver 37, a scan

driver 38 and an opposing signal driver 35 and is

2 5 further provided with a display module 31 which

determines a plurality of pixels to belong one block

unit, selects the plurality of pixels in the block



unit at the same time and forms and displays a picture

image by adding one or a plurality of specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies, a

display control unit 32 which controls the display

module 31 , a computing circuit 33 which generates the

specific patterns each having different spatial

frequencies based on picture image signals for every

block while weighting the same and a picture image

signal generating unit 34 which generates the picture

image signals

.

To the signal driver 37 signal lines 42R1, 42G1,

42B1, 42R2 •••are connected, to the scan driver 38

scan lines 41a, 41c, 41e, •••are connected and to the

opposing signal driver 35 opposing signal lines 44,

are connected.

Each of the pixels 48 is provided with a TFT 47,

a capacitance element 45 , and a signal electrode (not

shown) and an opposing signal electrode (not shown)

which apply a voltage to an LC element 46, the signal

electrode is connected to one of the signal lines

42R1, 42G1, 42B1, 42R2 •••via the TFT 47 and the

opposing signal electrode is connected to one of the

opposing signal lines

.

The opposing signal lines 44 1

,
• • -are

respectively connected to one of the opposing signal

common lines 44

,

Further, an R pixel, a G pixel and a B pixel are
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successively arranged in this order in the row

direction.

Since the present invention utilizes the spatial

correlation, it is necessary to process independently

the respective R pixels , G pixels and B pixels.

Further, for the respective R pixels, G pixels and B

pixels respective blocks are formed from their

neighboring pixels

.

In the present embodiment 5, for example, like

the block constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and

48d one block is constituted by 4x1 pixels, in that 4

pieces of pixels in line direction and 1 pixel in row

direction. Therefore, the structure of the unit block

of the embodiment 5 is different from that of the unit

block of 2x 2 pixels in the embodiment 2

.

To the respective pixels in the unit block of 4x

1

pixels respectively independent opposing signal lines

44 1 are arranged, and to the respective opposing

signal lines 44 1 respectively independent opposing

signal common lines 44 are connected, thereby,

respectively independent opposing signal voltages can

be applied to the respective pixels.

Since the cross sectional structure of the pixel

portion of the present embodiment 5 is substantially

the same as that of the embodiment 1 as shown in Fig.

7, the explanation thereof is omitted here.

Figs. 12A through 12H are diagrams for explaining
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a principle of displaying specific patterns by the

unit block of 4x1 pixels. Figs. 12A through 12H shows

an instance wherein total four pixels 14a, 14b, 14c

and 14d in 4 pieces of pixel in line direction and 1

5 pieces of pixel in row direction are dealt to belong

one unit block

.

Each of the pixels includes a pixel electrode 13

which is constituted by a signal electrode 13a

_ connected to a signal line 11 and an opposing signal

yO 10 electrode 13b connected to one of opposing signal
00'

m lines 12a, 12b, 12c and 12d.

{If As shown in Fig. 12A, when voltage ai is applied

H* to the signal line 11 and voltage -ao is applied to
3

Q the opposing signal lines 12a, 12b, 12c and 12d, a

ru 15 voltage having absolute value of ao+ai is applied to

the respective pixel electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a,

14b, 14c and 14d as shown in Fig. 12E.

As shown in Fig. 12B, when voltage a2 is applied

to the signal line 11 and voltages -ao, ao, -ao, ao

2 0 are applied to the opposing signal lines 12a, 12b, 12c

and 12d, voltages having absolute value of ao+&2, ao-

a2, ao+a2, ao-a2 are applied to the respective pixel

electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as

shown in Fig. 12F.

2 5 As shown in Fig. 12C, when voltage a3 is applied

to the signal line 11 and voltages -ao, -ao, ao, ao
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are applied to the opposing signal lines 12a, 12b, 12c

and 12d, voltages having absolute value of ao+a3,

ao+a3, ao-a3, ao-a3 are applied to the respective

pixel electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and

5 14d as shown in Fig. 12G.

As shown in Fig. 12D, when voltage a4 is applied

to the signal line 11 and voltages -ao f ao, ao, -ao

are applied to the opposing signal lines 12a, 12b, 12c

and 12d, voltages having absolute value of ao+a4, ao-

10 a4, ao-a4, ao+a4 are applied to the respective pixel

electrodes 13 for the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as

shown in Fig. 12H.

Herein, when a pixel to which electrode 13 a

voltage having an absolute value of ao+aj (j=l, 2, 3

15 and 4) is applied is identified as white color and

likely a pixel to which electrode 13 a voltage having

another absolute value ao-aj (j=l, 2, 3 and 4) is

identified as gray color, it is understood that four

specific patterns each having different spatial

2 0 frequencies can be displayed as shown in Figs. 12E

through 12H.

The computing circuit 33 in Fig. 11 executes

weighting operation for the respective specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies and

2 5 selects specific patterns to be added based on the

weighting, which will be explained hereinbelow.
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For respective blocks weighting of the four

specific patterns as shown in Figs. 12E through 12H is

performed through the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" as has been already explained.

5 Among the four specific patterns three specific

patterns are selected as ones to be added. The

selected three specific patterns are controlled by the

display control unit 32 as shown in Fig. 11 and are

displayed on the LC panel 36 provided in the display

*0 10 module 31 through the field sequential drive method.

m Since the present drive and display method is the same

Jj as that of the embodiment 1, the method will be

[7 explained simply with reference to an example thereof.

!L For example, it is assumed that the weights of the

Uj 15 specific patterns as shown in Figs. 12E, 12G and 12H

yi for the block constituted by the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c

pi and 48d, are larger than those of the other specific

pattern and are respectively to be a\ , a
3
and a4

.

When an address signal is given at the same time

2 0 to the two scan lines 41a and 41c in Fig. 11 and four

pixel lines including the block constituted by the

pixels 48a, 4 8b, 48c and 4 8d are selected, and when

voltage a\ is applied to the signal line 42G1 and

voltages -a 0 , -a 0/ -ao, -ao are respectively applied

2 5 to the opposing signal common lines 44Gla, 44Glb,

44Glc and 44Gld, all of the voltages applied to the

LCs for the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d are &o+a\ ,
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thereby, the block constituted by the above four

pixels forms the specific pattern as shown in Fig.

12E.

Likely, all of the blocks selected by the scan

5 lines 41a and 41c form one of the specific patterns as

shown in Fig. 12E through Fig. 12H.

Likely, after completing scanning of all of the

scan lines and an address signal is again given to the

scan lines 41a and 41c, and when predetermined signal

10 voltages are applied to the respective signal lines

and the opposing signal lines, the voltages ao+a^ , ao+

a!3 , ao-ag and ao-a^ are respectively applied to the LCs

for the pixels 48a, 48b, 48c and 48d and the block

constituted by the four pixels forms the specific

15 pattern as shown in Fig. 12G in the same manner as

above

.

In the like manner, after completing scanning of

all of the scan lines and when an address signal is

again given to the scan lines 41a and 41c, the

20 specific pattern as shown in Fig. 12H is formed.

Through the application of the voltages for

forming the specific patterns for respective blocks

according to the "specific patterns display method"

and through combination thereof with the field

25 sequential drive method as has been explained above,

the effective signal voltages are approximated to the

"target voltages" and a picture image substantially
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the same as that generated by the picture image signal

generation unit can be displayed.

In this instance, since the display is effected

by adding the three specific patterns for the four

5 pixels , the signal clock frequency can be reduced to

3/4 in comparison with the instance of the line

sequential scan driving method as shown in Fig. 3

which will be understood through comparison of

equations (1) and equations (3).

2 10 In the present embodiment , since four pixel lines

X are collectively scanned and the display is performed

Tj with three subframes, the data signal writing time can

be increased to 4/3 times which will be understood

^ from comparison between equations ( 2 ) and ( 4 )

.

Ln 15 As will be apparent from the above, when the
1 y
LP? number of pixels in line direction for a unit block is

2 increased more than that in row direction , the data

signal writing time can be easily increased in

comparison with an instance wherein the number of

2 0 pixels both in line and row directions for a unit

block is equal, even under a condition that their

reduction rates of the signal clock frequency (Np/(nlx

nr) ) is the same.

In particular, when number of pixels in line

2 5 direction for a unit block is 1 as in the present

embodiment 5, nlxnr=nl, therefore, if the number Np of

the specific patterns to be added is smaller than the
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number of pixels which constitute a unit block,

advantages of reducing the signal clock frequency and

of increasing the data signal writing time can be

obtained at the same time, which will be understood

5 from the equations (2) and (4).

Further, in the LC panel 36 as shown in Fig. 11,

to the pixels, for example pixels 4 8a and 48b, which

are connected to a common scan line and signal line, a

same signal voltage is applied, however, the opposing

2 10 signal voltages can respectively be applied
rn

^ independently.

JTj
Therefore, although in the embodiment 5 the unit

" block of 4x1 pixels is dealt, unit blocks of such as

L. 2x1 pixels, 2x2 pixels and 4x4 pixels can also be

^! 15 used.
si ;

W In the case of a unit block of 2x2 pixels, for

M example, it is dealt that the pixels 48e, 48f, 48g and

4 8h belong to a unit block and when an address signal

is given to the scan line 41a and two pixel lines

2 0 including the block constituted by the pixels 48e,

48f, 48g and 48h are selected, and when voltages a2

and -6L2 are respectively applied to the signal lines

42R1 and 42R2, and voltages -ao are respectively

applied to the opposing signal common lines 44Rla,

25 44Rlb, 44R2a, 44R2b, the voltages applied to the LCs

for the pixels 48e, 48f, 48g and 48h are respectively

ao+a2, ao-a2, ao+a2, ao-a2, thereby, the block
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constituted by the above four pixels forms the

specific pattern as shown in Fig. 4F.

As will be apparent from the above, when 2x2

pixels are dealt as a unit block , the specific

5 patterns can be displayed to form a picture image.

As will be understood from the above, if the

number of pixels for constituting a unit block are the

same, the unit blocks can be modified in real time

such as from a unit block of 2x2 pixels to a unit

-U 10 block of 4x1 pixels vice versa. Namely, depending on
ffi

En the concerned picture images, the unit block of 2x2

tU pixels and the unit block of 4x1 pixels can be

H* exchanged.

O Normally, when the unit block of 4x1 pixels is

ry 15 used, a picture quality deterioration is large, but

%1 data signal writing time increases in comparison with

^ the unit block of 2x2 pixels.

Therefore, if a priority is placed on the picture

quality, it is preferable to use the unit block of 2x2

2 0 pixels.

Further, when picture images are processed with

the unit block of 2x2 pixels , and if totally the same

signals are applied to all of the pixels in the unit

block so as to permit the unit block of 2x2 pixels to

25 deal as if one pixel, the processing can be switched

to that with a unit block of 4x4 pixels.

Because, the identical signal is sent to the
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block of 2x2 pixels contained in a block of 4x4

pixels, the processing with the block of 4x4 pixels is

substantially equivalent to that with a block of 2x2

pixels

.

5 Therefore , the processing is normally performed

with the block of 2x2 pixels, but if a picture image

display with a low resolution such as when displaying

a motion picture on an entire screen is required, the

Q - processing is switched to that with the block of 4x4

M 10 pixels, thereby, the display device can efficiently

^ respond to the situations.

^ Embodiment 6

Fig. 13 is a diagram showing a structure of
i ft

m 15 embodiment 6 of a display device according to the

q present invention. The present embodiment 6 is

^ substantially the same as the embodiment 1 except that

the LC panel as shown in Fig. 13 is used instead of

the of the LC panel 36 as shown in Fig. 6.

2 0 Further, since the cross sectional structure of

the pixel portion of the present embodiment 6 is

substantially the same as that of the embodiment 1 as

shown in Fig. 7, the explanation thereof is omitted

here. However, the TFT was prepared by making use of

25 poly silicon. Hereinbelow, the structure of the LC

panel 36 and the data signal writing timing of the

present embodiment will be explained.
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A block 511 is constituted by nl pieces of pixels

510 which are connected to a same analogue signal scan

line 502 and a same analogue signal line 503. Each of

the pixels 510 is constituted by a first transistor

5 which is connected to a digital signal scan line 500

and a digital signal line 501 , a first capacitance

element 507 , a second transistor 505 which is

connected to the analogue signal scan line 502 , a

third transistor 506 which is connected to the

10 analogue signal line 503 , a second capacitance element

508 , an LC 509 and a fourth transistor 512.

The first transistor 504 , the second transistor

505 and the third transistor 5 06 are respectively n

JL channel type MOS transistors , and the fourth

If! 15 transistor 512 is a p channel type MOS transistor.

The first capacitance element 507 and the second

capacitance element 508 are formed with common wiring

lines (not shown)

.

The first transistor 504 is selected by the

2 0 digital signal scan line 500 , samples the signal from

the digital signal line 501 and holds the same in the

first capacitance element 507. The signals from the

digital signal line 501 are basically binary, and one

is lower than a threshold voltage value of the second

25 transistor 505 and the other is higher than the

threshold voltage value thereof.

The first transistor 504 and the first

yl
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capacitance element 507 operate as one bit memory and

control the second transistor 505 and the fourth

transistor 512.

The second transistor 505 is on/off controlled in

5 response to the voltage of the first capacitance

element 507. During when the second transistor 505 is

turned on, the operation of the third transistor 506

is controlled by a selection pulse at the analogue

signal scan line 502.

10 The third transistor 506 is selected by the

analogue signal scan line 502 via the second

transistor 505 , samples the signal at the analogue

signal line 503 , holds the same at the second

capacitive element 508 and controls the operation of

15 the LC 509.

The fourth transistor 512 operates

complementarily to the first transistor 504 , and

during the operation thereof discharges the electric

charge written in the second capacitance element 508

2 0 and the LC 509.

After writing in advance one bit data into the

first capacitive elements of the respective pixels

through the digital signal scan line 500 and the

digital signal line 501 , a voltage is applied by the

25 analogue signal scan line 502 and the analogue signal

line 503.

Onto the LCs 509 for the respective pixels in
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each block 511 the signal at the analogue signal line

503 in response to one bit data and the voltage of the

common wirings are applied.

Now, the signal writing timing will be explained.

With regard to timing for mapping of one bit data

and for writing of an analogue signal to be applied

onto the LC 509 , the following timings can be used:

1 ) After mapping one bit data over the entire

screen, blocks are selected for every pixel lines and

a same signal is applied on the respective pixels in

the selected blocks.

2 ) After mapping one bit data onto the respective

pixels within ith (i is a natural number) block, a

same signal is applied onto the respective pixels

within the ith block.

3 ) After mapping one bit data on the respective

pixels within ith through jth blocks (wherein j is a

natural number larger than i), blocks among ith

through jth blocks are selected for every pixel line

and a same signal is applied onto the respective

pixels within the selected blocks.

4 ) Mapping operation of one bit data and writing

operation of an analogue signal are performed at the

same time, in that the former for the blocks connected

to one analogue signal scan line and the later for the

blocks connected to another separate analogue signal

scan line. Thereby, the data signal writing time is
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prolonged and a highly fine display can be easily

effected.

After mapping one bit digital data onto

respective pixels by making use of one of the above

four methods and when a same analogue signal is

applied onto all of the pixels under "1" state within

predetermined blocks, a block of any size can be

formed. With the above measure, like the above

embodiment 5, the number of pixels in line direction

in a block can be determined larger than the number of

pixels in row direction, thereby, advantages of

reducing the signal clock frequency and of increasing

the data signal writing time can be obtained.

Embodiment 7

Fig. 14 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 7 of a display device in a form of a

projection type display according to the present

invention. The present embodiment 7 is substantially

the same as the embodiment 1 except that the

projection type display as shown in Fig. 14 is used

instead of the display module 31 in Fig. 6.

Therefore, the only the projection type display will

be explained hereinbelow.

As shown in Fig. 14, the projection type display

is constituted by a pattern writing CRT 401, a writing

optical system 402, a pattern display element 410, a
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projection light source 406, a projection optical

system 407 , a deflection beam splitter 408 and a

screen 409.

The pattern display element 410 is constituted by

5 two pieces of glass substrates 411 on which

transparent electrodes (not shown) are formed, a photo

conductive layer 403 formed on the transparent

electrode, a dielectric mirror layer 404 formed on the

photo conductive layer 4 03 and an LC layer 405
LJ

*g 10 sandwitched between the two pieces of glass substrates

S 411 -

[J
On the pattern writing CRT 4 01 the specific

£7 patterns such as shown in Figs. 4E through 4H are

sequentially displayed for every subframe divided from

In 15 one frame.

[n One of the specific patterns is transferred via

rr the writing optical system 4 02 onto the photo

conductive layer 403. On the photo conductive layer

403 a surface distribution of electric conductivity is

2 0 induced depending on the light intensity of the

transferred specific pattern, and the voltage applied

on the LC layer 405 is controlled depending on the

values of the electric conductivity.

On the other hand, the light of the projection

2 5 light source 406 passes the LC layer 4 05 via the

deflection beam splitter 408, is reflected by the

dielectric mirror layer 404 and again passes the LC
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layer 405 , therefore, the light is controlled by the

LC layer 405.

As a result , the reflection light reflected by

the dielectric mirror layer 4 04 is controlled

5 depending on the light intensity of the concerned

specific pattern.

Subsequently, the reflected light passes the beam

splitter 408 and is projected by the projection

optical system 407 on the screen 409.

j 10 In the above optical system, the voltage applied

n onto the LC layer 405 is an effective value produced

1 by a plurality of specific patterns being sequentially

I transferred. Therefore, a desired video image is

produced on the screen 409 in the same manner as in

1 15 the previous embodiment.
j

1 According to the present embodiment 7, the

I picture images displayed by the pattern writing CRT

401 are limited to the specific patterns, therefore, a

simple and easily available CRT can be used.

2 0 Further, the pattern writing is performed not by

the LC module but by a high speed driven CRT,

therefore, number of specific patterns to be added can

be increased in order to enhance picture quality.

Still further, the projection pattern display

25 source is not limited to the pattern writing CRT 401,

but a usual active matrix type LC display device can

be used while applying the display principle according
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to the present invention.

Embodiment 8

Fig. 15 is a diagram showing the structure of

5 embodiment 8 of a display unit according to the

present invention. The display device of the

embodiment 8 is an LC display device which makes use

of an LC panel as a display panel 36. As shown in

Fig. 15 , the LC display device of the embodiment 8 is

10 provided with the LC panel 36 in which pixels 4 8 are

arranged in a matrix shape, a signal driver 37 , a scan

driver 38 and a common electrode driver 39 and is

further provided with a display module 31 which

determines a plurality of pixels to belong one block

15 unit, selects the plurality of pixels in the block

unit at the same time and forms and displays a picture

image by adding one or a plurality of specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies, a

display control unit 32 which controls the display

2 0 module 31, a computing circuit 33 which generates the

specific patterns each having different spatial

frequencies based on picture image signals for every

block while weighting the same and a picture image

signal
,

generating unit 34 which generates the picture

2 5 image signals.

To the signal driver 37 signal lines 213 are

connected, to the scan driver 38 first scan lines 211
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and second scan lines 212 are connected and to the

common electrode driver 39 common electrode lines 214

are connected.

Each of the pixels 4 8 is provided with an adder-

subtractor 22 0, a capacitance element 2 08 , and a

signal electrode (not shown) and an opposing signal

electrode (not shown) which apply a voltage to an LC

element 2 07, the signal electrode is connected to one

of the signal lines 213 via the adder-subtractor 22 0

and the common electrode is connected one of the

common electrode lines 214.

Further, an R pixel, a G pixel and a B pixel are

successively arranged in this order in the row

direction.

Since the cross sectional structure of the

pixel portion of the present embodiment 8 is

substantially the same as that of the embodiment 1 as

shown in Fig. 7 , the explanation thereof is omitted

here

.

Figs. 16A and 16B are diagrams for explaining the

structure and operation of the adder-subtractor 220 as

shown in Fig. 15. The adder-subtractor 220 is

provided with a first TFT 201, a second TFT 202, a

third TFT 2 04, a fourth TFT 2 05 and a fifth TFT 206

and capacitance elements 203a through 2 03d. The

capacitances of the capacitance elements 2 03a through

2 03d are all the same of C s ig .
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The capacitance elements 203a through 203d are

connected via the first TFT 201 to respective signal

lines 213a through 213d, further, connected via the

second and third TFTs 202 and 204 to the common line

5 214 and still further connected via the fifth TFT 206

to the LC 2 07 and the capacitance element 208.

When an address signal is given to the second

scan line 212 at time ti in Fig. 16B, and the first

TFT 201, the third TFT 204 and the fourth TFT 2 05 are

10 selected, the voltages applied to the signal lines

213a, 213b, 213c and 213d are respectively held at the

capacitance elements 203a through 203d.

At the same time, the charges stored in the

capacitance element 208 and the LC 2 07 are reset.

15 Herein, when it is assumed that the voltages

given to the signal lines 213a, 213b, 213c and 213d

are respectively as v
a , Vb , V

c
and VAf the electric

charge stored in the capacitance elements 203a through

203d is Csig (V
a
+v;-»-V>V

d ) in total.

2 0 Subsequently, when the first TFT 201, the third

TFT and the fourth TFT 205 are turned off at time t2

in Fig. 16B, an address signal is given to the scan

line 211 at time t 3 and the second TFT 202 and the

fifth TFT 206 are selected, the electric charge C s ig (

25 V
a +Vb+v|.+Vd ) stored in the capacitance elements 203a,

203b, 203c and 203d is redivided to the capacitance
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elements 203a, 203b, 203c and 203d and the LC 207.

Now, when it is assumed that the capacitance of

the LC 207 and the capacitance of the capacitance

element 2 08 are respectively Cic and C stg , a voltage

5 Vic applied to the LC 207 is expressed by the

following equation (10):

V*
=
4C +C (

V> V
b
+ V> Va) ' ' ' (10)

^sig ^ ^sig ^ Mc

As will be understood from the above , a voltage

proportional to the summation of the voltages applied

10 to the signal lines 213a, 213b, 213c and 213d is

applied to the LC 2 07.

Now, how weighting on the respective specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies is

executed in the computing circuit 33 in Fig. 15 will

15 be explained.

In the present embodiment 8, since the specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies are

added by means of the adder-subtractor within each

pixel, Hadamard transformation which is a general

2 0 orthogonal transformation is used in the computing

circuit 33 instead of "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method" as indicated in equations (5).

Herein, the transformation will be explained with

reference to, for example, a unit block of 2x2 pixels

2 5 in two pieces in line direction and in two pieces in

row direction constituted by pixels 4 8a, 48b, 4 8c and
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48d as shown in Fig. 15. At first, depending on

gradation signals xa , Xb, xc and Xd for the pixels

48a, 48b, 4 8c and 4 8d which are sent from the picture

image signal generation unit 34, the "target voltages"

Va / Vb, Vc and Vd to be applied to the respective LCs

are determined based on the transmittance-voltage

characteristic of LC as shown in Fig. 5.

When the "pseudo orthogonal transformation

method" is used, it is required to satisfy the

equations (9), however, in the present embodiment such

is not required. Therefore, with regard to the

transmittance-voltage characteristic of LC no such

steep characteristic as shown in Fig. 5 is required.

Subsequently, Hadamard transformation as

indicated in the following equations (11) is applied

to the "target voltages" Va , Vb, Vc and Vd to

determine weights a- (j = l/ 2, 3, 4) for the respective

specific patterns

:

^

ai -C 0 (Va + Vb + Vc + V d )

a2 = C0 (Va
-Vb

fV
c
-V

d ) ••(11)
a3

= C0(Va
+ Vb -Vc

-V d )

ia4 -C0
(V.-Vb -Vc

+ Vd )

co-
4Csi8

lr
StS
+ ClC -"(12)

Wherein, the above coefficient Co is somewhat

different from that in a normal Hadamard
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transformation, this is because the reverse

transformation is different from a normal Hadamard

transformation as shown in the above equation (10).

Figs. 17A through 17E are diagrams showing a

5 relationship between obtained weights aj and the

specific patterns. The specific pattern corresponding

to weight ai is formed by applying the signal voltages

ai, ai, ai, ai onto the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d

as shown in Fig. 17A. The specific pattern

10 corresponding to weight a2 is formed by applying the

signal voltages a2, -^2, a2, -Si2 onto the pixels 14a,

14b, 14c and 14d as shown in Fig. 17B. The specific

pattern corresponding to weight a3 is formed by

applying the signal voltages a3, a3, -a3, -a3 onto the

15 pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as shown in Fig. 17C.

The specific pattern corresponding to weight a4 is

formed by applying the signal voltages a4 , -a4, -a4,

a4 onto the pixels 14a, 14b, 14c and 14d as shown in

Fig. 17D.

2 0 Now, when it is identified that a pixel to which

a positive signal is applied presents white color and

a pixel to which a negative signal is applied presents

gray color, it will be understood that four specific

patterns each having different spatial frequencies are

2 5 formed as shown in Figs. 17A through 17D.

When these specific patterns are added in the
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respective pixels which will be explained below, an

original picture image can be reproduced.

Now, the pixels 48a, 48b, 4 8c and 48d as shown in

Fig. 15 are noted. When the second scan line 212 to

which the pixels 4 8a and 4 8b are connected is

selected, voltage signals ai, ai, are respectively

applied to the signal lines 213a, 213e, voltage

signals a2 , -a2 are respectively applied to the signal

lines 213b, 213f, voltage signals a3, a3 are

respectively applied to the signal lines 213c, 213g

and voltage signals a4, -a4 are respectively applied

to the signal lines 213d, 213h.

Subsequently, when the second scan line 212 is

rendered off and the first scan line 211 is selected,

voltages according to the equation (10) are applied

onto the LCs 207 for the pixels 48a, 48b. Namely, the

voltages Vica , ViCb applied onto the LCs 207 for the

pixels 4 8a, 48b are expressed by the following

equations (13), thereby, the "target voltages" are

applied:

(a
1
+ a

2
+ a

3
+ a4 )

=
1

4C0V.-V,
4C 0

4C 0

(13)

(a
1
-a2 + a

3
-a

4 )
=

1
4C V =V

The above operation implies that among the

specific patterns as shown in Figs. 17A through 17D
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*2

the addition of the specific patterns relating to the

pixels 14a, 14b has been completed.

Now, when the second scan line 212 to which the

pixels 4 8c and 48d are connected is selected, voltage

5 signals ai, ai, are respectively applied to the signal

lines 213a, 213e, voltage signals a2, -a2 are

respectively applied to the signal lines 213b, 213f,

voltage signals a3, a3 are respectively applied to the

signal lines 213c, 213g and voltage signals a4 , a 4 are

10 respectively applied to the signal lines 213d, 213h.

Subsequently, when the second scan line 212 is

rendered off and the first scan line 211 is selected,

voltages according to the equation (10) are applied

onto the LCs 207 for the pixels 48c, 48d. Namely, the

15 voltages Vicc , Vicd applied onto the LCs 207 for the

pixels 4 8c, 4 8d are expressed by the following

equations (14), thereby, the "target voltages" are

applied:

'v
icc
- -^r- (aj + a2

- a3
- a4 ) - 4C0Vc - Vc4C n

V
lcd
-^ (a, - a2

- a
3
+ a4 )

= -~- 4C0V d
= V

d

(14)

4C n

2 0 The above operation implies that among the

specific patterns as shown in Figs. 17A through 17D

the addition of the specific patterns relating to the

pixels 14c, 14d has been completed.



As will be apparent from the above, at the moment

when the scanning of two pixel lines have been

completed, the addition of the specific patterns for

the block of 2x2 pixels has been completed.

In the same manner, when all of the pixel lines

have been scanned, the scanning has been completed for

all of the blocks and the original picture image is

reproduced.

Different from the embodiments using the "pseudo

orthogonal transformation method", in the present

embodiment 8, when the scanning is once performed for

all of the pixel lines, the voltage adding operation

is completed which unnecessitates dividing one frame

into a plurality of subframes.

According to the present embodiment 8, the

following advantages can be obtained.

Since the picture image is displayed by once

scanning all of the pixel lines , the signal data

writing time is constant without being affected by the

size of the respective blocks.

Further, since the display can be performed only

by adding parts of the specific patterns of which

weights are determined according to the equations

(11), the signal clock frequency can be reduced in the

same principle as in the "pseudo orthogonal

transformation method".

Still further, since the present embodiment uses



a general Hadamard transformation , the load to the

computing circuit 33 is limited and a high speed

computation can be realized.

Further, with regard to the number of the first

TFTs 201, the second TFTs 202 and the capacitance

elements 203 (203a- 203d) in Fig. 16A, it is enough if

such are prepared in the number corresponding to the

number Np of specific patterns to be added.

Embodiment 9

Fig. 18 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 9 of a display device according to the

present invention. As shown in Fig. 18, the present

embodiment 9 is substantially the same as the

embodiment 2 except that the computing circuit 33 is

included in the picture images signal generation unit

34 other than the display control unit 32 as in Fig.

8.

According to the present embodiment 9, not only

the amount of signal sent from the display control

unit 32 to the display module 31 is cut short but also

the amount of signal sent from the picture image

signal generation unit 34 to the display control unit

32 is reduced, thereby, a display device which permits

a highly fine display can be easily realized.

Fig. 19 is a diagram showing a structure of

embodiment 10 of a display device according to the
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present invention . As shown in Fig . 19, the present

embodiment 9 is substantially the same as the

embodiment 5 except that the computing circuit 33 is

included in the display module 31 other than the

5 display control unit 32 as in Fig. 11.

According to the present embodiment 10 , the

picture image signal generation unit 34 and the

display control unit 32 which are commercially

available can be utilized and, in addition, an

10 advantage of increasing the data signal writing time

can be obtained.

According to the present invention, through the

provision of a display module in a display device

which displays a picture image by adding one or a

15 plurality of specific patterns each having different

spatial frequencies , a display device can be obtained

which reduces the signal clock frequency as well as

increases the signal writing time, enhances the

opening rate of an LC panel and permits a highly fine

2 0 display and a high speed motion picture display.


